Events at the Visual Learning Lab - 2016

- Oct. 6, 2016: "Visual Metaphor and Contemporary Art ", Talk by Ágnes Virág
- June 9, 2016: "Forgotten Picture Theories ", Talk by Kristóf Nyíri
- May 5, 2016: "On the Margins of Perception: Toward a Theory of Invisuality ", Talk by James Kimble (Seton Hall University)

- April 6, 2016: "Picture or Text? New Tendencies in Journalism ", Talk by Júlia Sipos
- March 3, 2016: "Future Plans of VLL", group meeting
- Feb 4, 2016: "Living Firewalls - Budapest, the city of Firewalls project", Talk by István Ocztos

- Nov. 13-15, 2015: International Conference

- March 5, 2015: "Media Argumentation and the Power of the News ", Talk by Eszter Deli

- June 5, 2014: "Visual Aspects of Online Grief and Bereavement ", Talk by Ágnes Veszelszki
- May 8, 2014: "System Science for Everybody ", Talk by Tbor Vámos
- March 6, 2014: "VLL Retrospective", group meeting
- Nov. 15-16, 2013: International Conference

- June 6, 2013: Visual Self-Expression in Educational Context: Adolescents’ Symbol-Drawings and Their Interpretational Possibilities, Talk by Judit Bergmann
- May 27, 2013: Special VLL meeting, BME degree "doctor honoris causa" of Professor James Katz (Boston University)
- April 25, 2013: COMENIUS RELOADED - New Perspectives of Language Learning, Talk by dr. Erzsébet Szabó
- March 21, 2013: Eye Tracking Analysis of Learnability of Various User Interfaces, Talk by Dr. Károly Hercegfi
- Feb. 7, 2013: Augmented Reality: Virtual Content Projected onto the Real World, Talk by Zoltán Szűts

- Dec. 7-8, 2012: International Conference

- June 14, 2012: Title will be released soon
- March 1, 2012: "The Iconic Turn in Art History", Talk by László Beke
- Feb. 2, 2012: "The basic questions of spatial literacy and geospatial technologies", Talk by György Szabó

- Dec. 1-2, 2011: International Conference
- Oct. 6, 2011: "Pictorial Meaning vs Meaning Scepticism", Talk by Ferenc András (abstract)
- June 2, 2011: "Hume's Impressions and Ideas Revisited", Talk by Tamás Demeter (abstract)


- April 7, 2011: "Image and Word: Current Dilemmas in the Popularization of Science", Talk by Gábor Palló (abstract)

- March 3, 2011: "The star as an icon", Talk by Anikó Górácz
- Feb. 3, 2011: "Can we make assertions with pictures?", Talk by Özséb Horányi (abstract)

- Dec. 1, 2010: International conference


- June 2, 2010: "Creating Knowledge on 5+1 Screens: A Science Visualization Project", talk by György Fábri (abstract)

- May 5, 2010: Talk by Petra Aczél on the topic of "Visual Rhetoric" (in Hungarian)
- April 7, 2010: "The power of interactivity", talk by István Maradi
- March. 3, 2010: "Pictorial Skills", by János Horváth Cz; Presentation by László Kollár (Microsoft)
- Feb. 3, 2010: "The Role of Images from the Perspective of Natural Theology", talk by Kristóf Nyíri
- Jan. 6, 2010: "Visual Thinking and Neurodiversity", talk by Anna Győrfi (abstract)
Dec. 2, 2009: How Film Teaches - Viewing and discussing Ari Folman's film "Waltz with Basir", moderated by Anikó Gorácz
Oct. 7, 2009: Debut program

Where can you find VLL?

Műszaki Pedagógia Tanszék (Department of Technical Education)

1117 Budapest, Magyar tudósok körútja 2., Wing A, 1st floor, room A123
Enter from Magyar tudósok körútja, at the blue sign in the picture!
(2. Haladjunk végig a Warga László úton)

(3. Különös ismertetőjel a Warga László út végén bal oldalon a kék színű Doboz Büfé)
(4. A BME Q épület a Warga László út végén jobbra)

(5. A BME Q épület fő bejárata)

(6. Lépjünk be a főkapun!)
(7. Menjünk az Aula bal oldali hátsó szárnyas ajtajához)

(8. Az aula bal hátsó szárnyas ajtó)

(9. Földszinti liftek)

(10. Induljunk az 1. emelet felé)

(11. A liftből kiszállva forduljunk jobbra, majd menjünk át a szárnyas ajtón!)

(12. A szárnyas ajtón túl az A123-as tanszéki ajtón lépjünk be, majd forduljunk jobbra)